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3.3.2 Protection Obligations of Host Countries and Countries of Asylum  

Recognition of refugee status under the 1951 Refugee Convention triggers significant state obligations towards the 

person, such as the provision of residency rights, freedom of movement, the right to work, access to humanitarian 

assistance, housing, property ownership and education, as well as the right to identity papers, travel documents and 

social security. The Refugee Convention requires as a minimum standard that these rights be guaranteed at least at 

the same level as for other foreigners.155 

One of the essential state obligations incorporated in the Refugee Convention is that of non-refoulement, namely 

the obligation on states to not expel or return refugees to a territory where his/her life or freedom would be at 

risk for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion.156 The 

prohibition against refoulement forms part of customary law and therefore applies to all states, irrespective of 

whether they are signatories to the Refugee Convention.157 With the principle of nonrefoulement as the starting 

point, some of the most important concerns of UNHCR are: (1) the prevention of return of refugees to a 

country or territory where their life or liberty would be threatened; (2) access to a fair procedure for the 

determination of refugee status; (3) the granting of asylum; and (4) the prevention of arbitrary expulsion.158
 

While it is incumbent on countries of origin to respect the right to return and readmit refugees, first countries of 

refuge and/or third countries must comply with the prohibition of non-refoulement; they are not obligated to 

offer local integration or resettlement opportunities to refugees as part of durable solutions. Rather, such offers 

are part of a complex interplay of international solidarity and burden-sharing and are regulated by governmental 

foreign policies and domestic laws.159 Two aspects are, however, crucial for these solutions to be durable: a country’s 

offer of integration and a refugee's voluntary choice. 

Local integration has no formal definition under refugee law. UNHCR defines local integration as: 

[T]he grant of a legal status, temporary but renewable, or permanent residence status, access to civil, socio-
economic and cultural rights and, to a certain degree, political rights, as well as a viable economic situation, 
availability of affordable housing and access to land, as well as receptive attitudes within the host community.160 
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Resettlement is the voluntary relocation of refugees to a safe third country that offers such an option. It is 
recognized not only as a vital form of protection, which meets “the special needs of individual refugees whose 
life, liberty, safety, health or other fundamental rights are at risk in the country where they sought refuge.”161 
The decision to resettle is made with the consent of the refugee, the UNHCR, and the receiving country in 
situations where the physical and legal protection of the refugee is at risk and no alternative is available, or when 
it is considered the optimal solution for the refugee.162 Resettlement is the least common durable solution. 

3.3.3 Protection in Arab Host States 

More than half of all Palestinian refugees reside in Arab host states. Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt and Saudi 
Arabia and other Gulf countries host the majority of Palestinian refugees in the Arab region. (See Chapter Two) 

Most Arab states in the Middle East and North Africa where the majority of Palestinian refugees reside are not 
party to the 1951 Refugee Convention163 and its 1967 Protocol, or either of the two conventions on statelessness.164 Arab 
host states are nonetheless obliged to protect Palestinian refugees in accordance with the international standards 
set by the human rights conventions they are party to, and under customary international law. Arab host states 
largely fail to meet this obligation. The level of protection provided to Palestinian refugees under Arab regional 
and national instruments and mechanisms is significantly less than that provided to other refugees internationally and 
regionally elsewhere in the world.  
 
3.1 Instruments and Standards of the League of Arab States 

A new Arab Charter on Human Rights166 came into force in 2008, but there is still no regional refugee convention.167 The 

1969 Convention Governing Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), 
which is applicable to African-Arab states, includes provisions for residency, travel documents and voluntary 
repatriation.168 However, few Palestinian refugees reside in OAU Convention signatory states.169

 

Outside the global framework of the Refugee Convention, the League of Arab States (LAS) 170 has provided a form 

of temporary protection to Palestinian refugees in member states for more than six decades. The 1965 Protocol on 
the Treatment of Palestinians (Casablanca Protocol) is the primary LAS instrument governing the status and treatment 

of Palestinian refugees in Arab states. Under the Casablanca Protocol, Palestinians have the right to employment on 
par with citizens of the host country,171 the right to leave and enter host states,172 freedom of movement,173 the 
right to a travel document,174 and the right to the same treatment as LAS citizens with regard to visas and residency 

applications.175 While the Casablanca Protocol is narrower in scope than the Refugee Convention, some of its provisions 
grant greater rights in theory than those set out in that Convention.176 In the area of self-employment and 

employment in the liberal professions, the Casablanca Protocol provides for the same treatment as citizens, whereas the 

Refugee Convention only provides for treatment as favorable as possible, and not less than that accorded to resident 

aliens. The Refugee Convention provides for freedom of movement within the host country, whereas the Casablanca 
Protocol also provides for freedom of movement between Arab states. The Casablanca Protocol, however, is not 
binding and not all LAS member states are signatories. Jordan, Syria, Algeria, Iraq, Yemen and Sudan have all ratified 

the Casablanca Protocol, 177 while Egypt has effectively withdrawn from it.178 Kuwait, Libya and Lebanon have endorsed 

the Casablanca Protocol, but with reservations179 and Saudi Arabia, Morocco and Tunisia are not signatories. 

Other LAS resolutions have addressed the reunification of divided families,180 and the issuance of a standard travel 

document.181 No uniform identity paper or travel document, however, has ever been designed or issued by the LAS. 

Travel documents are issued by individual state members. In 1970, the LAS Supervisors Conference adopted Resolution 

2600, stating that the acquisition of another nationality would not trigger the cessation of refugee status in LAS 

member states. In 1982, the LAS adopted Special Resolution 8 stipulating that travel documents issued to 

Palestinians should be granted in the same manner as national passports are issued to citizens. However, neither the 

Casablanca Protocol nor LAS Resolutions include provisions for protection of adequate housing, access to public 
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education, property ownership, or social security.182
 

With regard to international protection and assistance, the LAS has emphasized the importance of continued 

international support for UNRWA as an indicator of international responsibility for the Palestinian refugee issue. 

Arab states advocated the exclusion of the Palestinian refugees from the Refugee Convention and from UNHCR’s 

mandate primarily because they were concerned that, if included under the UNHCR mandate, Palestinian 

refugees “would become submerged [within other categories of refugees] and would be relegated to a position of 

minor importance.”183 Cooperation has remained close between UNRWA and the LAS.184 UNHCR and the LAS 

pursue efforts, both at a bilateral level and within the framework of the UN system, to strengthen their cooperation 

in areas related to refugees and global humanitarian issues of common concern.185 

3.3.3.2 Protection in Practice 

The LAS Supervisors Conference has concluded that implementation of LAS standards for treatment of 

Palestinians in member states is poor, and routinely violates the Casablanca Protocol in letter and spirit.186 LAS 

monitoring and enforcement initiatives have not produced significant or lasting improvements. Adherence to 

LAS standards has decreased, particularly since 1991, when, in response to the PLO’s support of the Iraqi invasion 

of Kuwait, the LAS recommended that the “rules in force in each state” govern the application of the Casablanca 

Protocol.187 

Protection accorded to Palestinian refugees in Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Libya, Kuwait and other Gulf states, in 

particular, is very partial, discriminatory and inconsistent with regional and international standards. 

Many factors have contributed to the very limited, partial and inconsistent protection accorded by Arab host 

countries, and to the further deterioration of the situation of Palestinian refugees, in particular since the Madrid- 

Oslo process. These include: the failure of Arab diplomatic and military efforts since 1947 to prevent or reverse 

Israel’s establishment in Palestine by force, including the mass displacement of Palestinians, and the ongoing 

conflict with Israel; the sustained political pressure from powerful western states to offer solutions for Palestinian 

refugees (integration, resettlement) in Arab territory despite Israel’s refusal to repatriate those who wish to return; 

undemocratic Arab systems of governance that fail to respect human rights and pass legislation protecting citizens 

and refugees,188 but rather adopt laws and decrees driven by national or regional interests that treat refugees as a 

political tool and a matter of “national security;” the disengagement of international donors and humanitarian and 

development agencies from Palestinian refugees in Arab host countries; and, the weakness of the PLO as a 

representative body able to protect vulnerable Palestinians in Arab host countries. 189 

I. The Right not to be Expelled (Non-Refoulement) 

Arab host states have frequently violated the principle of non-refoulement, either by expelling Palestinian refugees to 

the frontiers of territory where their lives and freedoms are threatened, or by denying entry to Palestinian refugees 

fleeing persecution from another host state. Examples include the expulsion from Jordan after the 1970 clashes with 

the PLO, mass expulsion from Gulf states following the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, expulsions from and cancellation 

of residency rights in Libya as a protest against the Oslo Accords, and Palestinian refugees fleeing Iraq subsequent to 

the U.S.-led occupation in 2003 and the growing sectarian violence carried out by the Iraqi government and other 

armed groups. 

The failure of Arab states to admit Palestinian refugees fleeing persecution has resulted in repeated and protracted 

emergencies in which large numbers of Palestinian refugees were stranded on borders between countries in the 
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region or deported. For instance, Egypt refused to admit Palestinian refugees expelled from the Gulf states into its 

territory, including those with Egyptian travel documents. Instead, Egyptian authorities detained the refugees and 

removed them to Sudan.190 In addition, Arab states such as Syria and Jordan have refused to admit Palestinian 

refugees fleeing Iraq. (They have admitted Iraqi citizens, however). At the end of 2008, there were over 2,600 

Palestinians who remained stranded in Al-Tanf camp in the no-man’s land on the Iraqi - Syrian border, and in Al 

Waleed camp on the Iraqi side of the border.191 It is reported that Syrian security forces increasingly deport Palestinian 

refugees from Iraq who are detained in Damascus without valid visa to the Al-Tanf camp.192 (See also Chapter One, 

1.3) 

The PLO and Refugee & IDP Protection 

In 1974, the UN reaffirmed the rights of the Palestinian people to self-determination, 

independence and sovereignty, and the right of the Palestinian refugees to return to their 

homes and properties.
193

 The PLO was recognized as the legitimate representative of the 

Palestinian people and granted permanent observer status in the UN on this basis. 

Although not a state party, historically the PLO has provided some protection for 

Palestinian refugees in Arab host countries through diplomatic intervention and political 

pressure on state authorities, and by offering access to health care, education and 

employment in its broad network of economic and service institutions. Recent PLO 

protection efforts include interventions on behalf of the Palestinian refugees in Iraq. When 

U.S.-led sanctions triggered a humanitarian crisis in Iraq in the 1990s, the PLO 

approached UNRWA, UNHCR and other international organizations about the possibility of 

UNRWA registering Palestinian refugees in Iraq in order to improve the level of assistance. 

Since 2003, the PLO has called upon the U.S. (as an Occupying Power) and the Iraqi 

government to protect Palestinians in Iraq. It offered to take Palestinian refugees from Iraq 

into the OPT, but Israel denied entry to them. In 2008, the PLO reached a tripartite 

humanitarian relocation agreement with UNHCR and the Sudanese government as a 

temporary solution for the plight of the Palestinian refugees who fled Baghdad and have 

remained stranded in the borders areas between Iraq and Syria.194 

Protection by the PLO, however, has been susceptible to political developments in host 

countries. Thus for instance, the 1969 Cairo Agreement regulated the status and freedom 

of the PLO in Lebanon and provided substantial protection to Palestinian refugees. In 1982 

however, the PLO was forced to leave Lebanon for Tunis as part of a U.S.-brokered cease-

fire agreement with Israel, leaving behind Palestinian refugees with no physical and political 

protection. Two weeks after their departure, thousands of Palestinian refugees were 

massacred at the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps by right-wing Christian militias operating 

with Israeli protection. During the late 1970s, and again in the 1980s, relations between 

Egypt and the PLO deteriorated, leaving Palestinians with less effective protection in that 

country as well. 

Since the mid-1990s, the PLO has been unable to provide effective protection for 

Palestinian refugees in exile: the Oslo peace process resulted in the relocation of the PLO 

from exile to the OPT by 1994. There, the organization merged de facto with the PA, 

invested its resources mainly in state building, and neglected PLO institutions outside the 

OPT. 

II. Rights to Residency, Travel Documents and Freedom of Movement 

The Refugee Convention,195 the ICCPR,196 and the Casablanca Protocol197 guarantee the right to freedom of movement, 

residence and travel documents within a host country. Nevertheless, in most Arab states, such rights are usually 

linked to citizenship.198 Few Palestinian refugees have acquired citizenship in Arab host states (with the exception of 

Jordan) and instead have been issued an array of travel documents with various regulations and restrictions that do not 

confer freedom of movement and secure residency status.199 Dual citizenship is generally not recognized by LAS 

member states. 

In Jordan, 1948 Palestinian refugees and their descendants were granted Jordanian citizenship in 1954 

conditioned upon a future permanent solution in the region.200 As citizens, they hold passports valid for five years 
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and enjoy the right to vote and full access to services.201 When a new wave of Palestinian refugees arrived to 

Jordan from the Jordan-annexed West Bank during the 1967 war, Jordan did not register them because they held 

Jordanian citizenship and were considered IDPs.202 1967 Palestinian refugees who arrived to Jordan from the Gaza 

Strip, however, were not entitled to citizenship. They were granted a temporary (two-year) Jordanian passport, 

which is in effect an international travel document (laissez-passer)203 with a two-year permit to stay, and a blue 

crossing card204 for travel to Palestine. In 1988 Jordan renounced its claims to the Palestinian West Bank. In the 

context of administrative severance, the Jordanian citizenship of West Bank Palestinian became invalid and they 

became stateless. They were issued “green cards” for entry and temporary visits in Jordan, and their regular 

Jordanian passports were also replaced by temporary ones. Palestinians citizens of Jordan and living in Jordan at 

the time of administrative severance in 1988 were issued “yellow cards” for crossing into the West Bank. 

Palestinian citizens of Jordan who also hold identity or travel documents issued by Israeli or Palestinian 

authorities are likely to have their yellow crossing cards replaced by green ones when they renew their 

Jordanian passports, i.e. a procedure that amounts to revocation of citizenship. The Jordanian authorities have 

argued that this procedure is part of Jordan’s disengagement from the West Bank and a response to Israel’s 

policy of cleansing the land from its indigenous inhabitants.205 Between March and June 2008, the Jordanian 

authorities replaced hundreds of yellow cards with green cards.  206 

Palestinian refugees in Egypt207 are subject to five categories of residency permits depending on whether the head 

of household (or the original entrant) arrived before or after 1967. The duration of these permits varies according to 

category. Renewal of residency permits is contingent on the reason for remaining in Egypt, such as education, 

marriage to an Egyptian, or licensed work or business partnership with Egyptians. The majority of Palestinian 

refugees in Egypt work in the informal sector and face difficulties in obtaining or renewing their residency 

permits. There are two types of “Egyptian Travel Documents for Palestinian Refugees”: (1) a travel document 

issued for five years on the basis of a valid residence permit; and (2) a travel document valid for travel only, but 

granting no right of residency in Egypt.208 Palestinian refugees may lose their entry and residency rights in Egypt 

if they stay abroad longer than six months, unless they have a special authorization for employment or education 

abroad. In such cases, a one-year return visa may be granted by the Egyptian authorities. 

In Lebanon, Palestinian refugees hold the legal status of foreigners; only a small number of refugees have acquired 
citizenship.209 Palestinian refugees who are registered with both UNRWA and the Department of Political Affairs and 
Refugees (DPAR) hold permanent residency cards and travel documents valid for five years. Those who are registered 
only with DPAR are issued the same residency card, but a different travel document (laissez-passer), which is valid for one 
year and renewable up to three times. According to a 1957 decree, Palestinian refugees registered with DPAR and living 
outside refugee camps can freely change their place of residence, but camp residents have to apply for permits to move to other 
camps.210 Refugees who are not registered either with UNRWA or DPAR (also known as undocumented or non- ID 
Palestinians) are not entitled to either residency or travel documents, and are considered to be residing illegally in Lebanon.211 
Non-ID Palestinians face restrictions on movement, and lack access to fundamental rights. In January 2008, the Lebanese 
government and the PLO reached an agreement that grants legal status to non-ID holding Palestinians.212 The right to 
residency and travel of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon is subject to arbitrary change, depending on political context. In 1995, 
for example, Lebanese authorities required Palestinian refugees to obtain exit and re-entry permits.213 This requirement was 
lifted four years later, and visa restrictions were eased. Nonetheless, Palestinian refugees are reluctant to go abroad for fear 
that a new revision may suddenly require a return visa to Lebanon.214 Moreover, other states are reluctant to grant them 
visas, as their ability to return to Lebanon is uncertain. 

Palestinian refugees living in Syria have almost the same rights and duties as Syrian citizens, apart from citizenship and 
political participation.215 Palestinian refugees in Syria may acquire Syrian citizenship if they are women married to Syrian 
men, or receive special dispensation from the Ministry of the Interior.216 Palestinians in Syria are granted travel documents 
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valid for six years, like Syrian passports, which enable their holders to enter Syria without a visa.217 Palestinians also have 
freedom of movement in all parts of Syria.218 

Palestinian refugees in Iraq were protected by successive governments and enjoyed relatively high standards of treatment 
consistent with LAS resolutions, particularly the Casablanca Protocol.219 They enjoyed many of the same rights as Iraqi citizens220 
and were issued five-year travel documents. However, “since the nineties, the Iraqi travel document for Palestinians has been 
useless for travel to Arab countries; it has no value and no one recognizes it.”221 The situation of Palestinians in Iraq changed 
drastically after the U.S.-led occupation in 2003, with Iraq becoming a country of flight rather than refuge.222 New types 
of residency permits were required, which had to be renewed through a difficult and humiliating process on a two-month 
basis.223 Moreover, a 2006 law prevents Palestinians from obtaining citizenship.224 More recently, special ID cards were given 
to over 10,000 Palestinian refugees in Iraq, formally recognizing them for the first time as legal refugees.225 

Palestinians usually reach Gulf states from their first place of refuge in one of the Arab states bordering historic 
Palestine.226 The number of Palestinians residing in the Gulf states has fluctuated greatly, mainly as a result of political 
and military crises, in particular the 1991 Gulf war.227 Palestinians in the Gulf, and especially in Kuwait, are considered 
migrant workers, and their residency status is related to employment status. All foreigners have to leave the country 
upon termination of their employment. Return to the first country of refuge is often impossible for Palestinians who, in 
their absence, are likely to have lost their residency status.228 Since 2002, Arab citizens or residents from non-Gulf 
Cooperation Council states, including Palestinian refugees, have not been allowed to stay in Kuwait for more than three 
months.229 Although subject to the same regulations as foreigners, Palestinian refugees in Saudi Arabia “have been 
slowly and silently moving from the status of expatriate [sic.] to something else, to a new category with a more favorable 
treatment that still does not exist in the local legislation.”230 

Libya has proven an unstable host state with regard to Palestinian residency rights.231 Prior to 1994, Palestinians 
generally enjoyed the same residency rights as Libyan nationals, although many Palestinians had to live in specially 
designated areas. As a protest against the 1993 Oslo peace process, the Libyan government expelled Palestinians from its 
territory, causing a humanitarian crisis on its border and a political crisis with Egypt. The crisis was resolved in 1998 
following international intervention. Expelled Palestinians were eventually readmitted, but residency rights have not 
been reinstated to their previous level. During 2008, UNHCR reported an increase in the number of refugee applications 
in Libya, of which the majority were Palestinians, Iraqis, and Somalis.232 

The Right to Work 

Implementation of the Casablanca Protocol with respect to the right to employment on par with nationals is subject 
to numerous restrictions. Most Palestinian refugees in Syria and Jordan have the right to employment on par with 
host state nationals.233 Exceptions are refugees who arrived in Syria after 10 July, 1956, who are not allowed to occupy civil 
posts in government,234 and 1967 Palestinian refugees from the Gaza Strip in Jordan, who do not have full access to 
employment.235

 

Kuwait does not grant Palestinian refugees the same right to employment as other foreigners and does not meet the standards 
set for employment under the Casablanca Protocol. Non-Kuwaitis are not permitted to join professional associations, and 
Palestinian refugees are excluded from equal employment rights in private business with Kuwaiti citizens.236

 

Lebanon does not follow the Casablanca Protocol, and access to work is more restricted for Palestinian refugees than for 
other foreigners.237 The right to work is granted to foreigners based on three conditions which are difficult to meet for 
Palestinian refugees: a work permit, which is hard to obtain;238 national preference; and reciprocity.239 Between 1969 and 
1987, Palestinian refugees were entitled to work under the 1969 Cairo Agreement between the PLO and the Lebanese 
government. The Agreement was abrogated in 1 987.240 Until today, Palestinians are barred from several skilled professions in 
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Lebanon, such as engineering, pharmacy, medicine and law.241 Entry into professional associations and employment is based 
on the individual having held Lebanese nationality for a minimum of ten years, or being a national of a state with 
reciprocity.242 Unlike Lebanese citizens, employed Palestinians do not have access to social security benefits.243 These 
Lebanese laws violate the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which was ratified by Lebanon in 
1997, especially Article 6, guaranteeing “the right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to 
gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts.” 

In Egypt, Palestinian refugees were entitled to equal treatment as nationals until 1978, when all laws granting them 
equal treatment were abrogated.244 Palestinian refugees now have the right to employment on par with other foreigners. 
Foreigners wishing to practice a profession must obtain a permit from the  Ministry of Labor and a valid residence 
permit.245 Furthermore, a ten percent quota for foreigners in the private sector has been introduced in order to reduce 
competition with the national labor force.246 Because they are difficult to obtain, only a small number of Palestinians 
have work permits. Therefore, most Palestinian refugees work in the informal sector, creating their own employment 
options or working in small-scale enterprises. Employment in the public sector is based on reciprocal rights for Egyptian 
nationals in the foreigner’s state of citizenship.247 Due to the fact that most Palestinian refugees in Egypt are stateless, there is 
no possibility of reciprocal agreements, and therefore no possibility of public sector employment. 

 

The Right to Education 

Most Arab host states provide Palestinian refugees with access to public elementary, secondary and college or university 
education.248 Access may be restricted as a result of limited space for foreigners, including Palestinian refugees, or because of 
financial or political reasons. 

 
In Syria, Palestinian refugee students have full access to all public educational facilities on par with Syrian citizens, 

free of charge.249 In Jordan, Palestinian refugees with full cit izenship or permanent residency have full access 

to all public facilities. On the other hand, 1967 Palestinian refugees from Gaza, as well as Palestinians from the West 

Bank holding temporary Jordanian passports must compete for limited places in Jordanian universities reserved for 

Arab foreigners (a five percent quota since 1 986) ,250 pay fees required for foreigners, and have a "clean" security 

record.251 

 

Access  to  educat ion has  var ied greatly over the years in Egypt where “Palestinians remained at the mercy 

of shifts in government policy and public opinion triggered by external events in which they had no role.”252 

Between 1952 and 1978, Palestinian refugees were treated as Egyptian nationals, and were offered free 

public education at all levels.253 Following a ministerial decision in 1978, Palestinian access to free education and 

universities became subject to evolving restrictions and exemptions. Palestinian students, with the exception of 

those whose parents worked for the PLO and the Administrative Office of the Governor of Gaza, were 

transferred from public to private schools,254 and most Palestinian refugees were required to pay the same 

increased fees as foreigners.255 In 1983 and 1984, Palestinians were banned from studying at the faculties of 

medicine, engineering, pharmacology, journalism, economics and political science.256 These restrictions on 

academic studies were removed in 1995.257 

In 1992, the government limited the number of foreign students to ten percent of the total student body.258 Yet, at 

the same time and coinciding with the Declaration of Principles between Israel and the PLO, a ministerial decision 

facilitated access to higher education for specific categories of Palestinians, including the children of PLO and 

public sector employees and reduced their university tuition to ten percent of the full amount.259 Nevertheless, the 
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reduced fee is still a considerable sum for most Palestinians living in Egypt. In 2000, in the wake of the 

second Intifada (which triggered enormous support for the Palestinians among Egyptians), a reduction of 50 

percent of university fees was granted to those who did not fall under the 90 percent exemption.260
 

In Lebanon, children of Palestinian refugees face discrimination in education. The government does not provide 

education to Palestinian refugees, who rely on UNRWA schooling.261 Access to high school and post secondary 

education is severely restricted, because UNRWA operates only a small number of high schools and vocational 

training centers at the post-secondary level. 262 Many Palestinian children reportedly leave school at an early age to 

help earn income for their families. 

In Kuwait, Palestinian refugees and other foreigners were treated on par with nationals until 1965, when the 

government limited the number of non-Kuwaitis in public schools to 25 percent. The PLO was later given 

permission to operate its own schools with teachers, buildings and furnishings supplied by the Ministry of 

Education. The program included 22 schools and lasted until 1976, when they were closed for financial and 

political reasons, and the students were incorporated into public schools. In the 1 980s, due to overcrowding, the 

government decided that only children of foreigners who had been in Kuwait since 1 January, 1963 would be 

permitted to register in public schools. Others were urged to enroll in private schools, and the government 

subsequently subsidized the cost of up to half the tuition for children affected by this ruling. At the higher 

education level, there are also limited places available for foreigners in Kuwait.263
 

The Right to Health 

Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are not offered public health services. “It is not uncommon for Lebanese hospitals 

to deny emergency services to Palestinian refugees.”264 UNRWA, the Red Cross and Red Crescent and other 

NGOs have assumed health care responsibility, but the quality of service is substandard.265 In Syria, on the other 

hand, public medical consultation for Palestinian refugees is free of charge, and treatment in government hospitals 

costs, on average, three times less than at private hospitals.266
 

No regulations limit Palestinian access to health care in Egypt. Different types of health facilities are available to the 

Palestinian community, such as public hospitals; the Palestinian Hospital (run by the PLO-affiliated Palestinian Red 

Crescent Society); and charitable and private clinics. Generally, medical services for minor medical needs are affordable 

and adequate. Palestinians pay only modest fees for treatment in public hospitals on par with Egyptian nationals. On 

the other hand, Palestinians who are employed by the Egyptian government receive free medical treatment.267
 

The Right to Property  

The Casablanca Protocol does not address the right to property. In most Arab host states except Jordan, Palestinian 

refugees do not have rights to own property on par with host state nationals.268 Palestinians in Jordan have the 

right to own property unless they are holders of temporary passports. With temporary passports they can own 

property only if they find a local Jordanian partner and request the approval of a ministerial council.269 Thus, for 

instance, many 1967 Palestinian refugees from the Gaza Strip are not permitted to own, rent or sell immovable 

property without government permission.270 The situation in Iraq has deteriorated since the beginning of the U.S.-

led war in 2003, and many Palestinians have been expelled from their homes, and had their property confiscated.271 

In Lebanon, a 2001 law prohibits ownership of real estate for non-Lebanese without “nationality of a recognized 

state”, or anyone whose property is contrary to the provision of the constitution relating to naturalization.”272 This 
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law is aimed specifically at Palestinians refugees, who are the only foreigners without the “nationality of a recognized 

state.” Under this law, Palestinian refugees are not permitted to own or register real estate, and cannot even pass on to 

their heirs previously owned property.273
 

In Syria, refugees may not own arable land; however they may acquire a single home provided that they are 

registered with the General Authority for Palestine Arab Refugees (GAPAR). Palestinian refugees in Egypt have the 

same limited right to own immovable property as other foreigners.274 Foreigners are barred from owning agricultural 

or fertile land in Egypt.275
 

In Kuwait, stateless Palestinian refugees are not permitted to own immovable property, whereas citizens of other 

Arab states may own only a single piece of real estate, with government approval and subject to reciprocal treatment. 

The owner must have resided in Kuwait for a minimum of ten years, possess sufficient income and hold a clean 

security record.276 
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